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Lessons From Birds, Bones & The Body
Alexandra Fidyk & Darlene St.Georges

Abstract
Written as a layered pictorial script, three images—Owl, Raven, and Hummingbird—beckoned the authors.
Together, they explored neglected epistemologies in many disciplines within education, the arts and humanities
to deepen their understanding of what it means to live in caring relation with an animated world. By tracking
the Birds’ lineages and kinships through active imagination, amplification, and circumambulation, concealed
patterns and associations reveal lessons for living more consciously with repressed and expressed feminine/androgyne energies. To be more conscious of both energies aids in the unfolding processes central to becoming,
undoing, creativity, and pedagogy. Herein an ethical challenge arises: how might we honour the ancestors and
communal life while attending the spirits that call us onward?
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In the spirit of the dead, the living, and the unborn,
Empty your ears . . .
That you may hear [our] story.
~Ngugi wa Thiong’o, Wizard of the Crow, 2006, Invocation
In the archeomythological tradition1 of Marija Gimbutas, we offer a “pictorial script” of lessons for living well
as pedagogic and ethical beings during an unrecognizable time (Gimbuts, 1989). To live well, we must mine the
dark side of life—fear, rage, denial—draw it up and make it known. Such living recognizes “there is no love of life
without despair of life” (Camus, 2012, p. 13).
To excavate such lessons, this script—layers of mythology, voice, image, and verse shaped by prehistoric markings, space, silence, and longing—asks us to be open to the unfamiliar. “A whole made up of parts that are
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wholes” (Cixous, 2001, p. 87). Tender lines engraved like the early medieval Ogham on the bodies of Owl, Raven,
and Hummingbird; soft curves of crescents, moons, and horns, as in the lost last letter of the Latin alphabet,
ampersand; found fragments;2 and stories of sisters and their winged companions as in the earliest decorative
motifs of Old European symbols: chevrons, Vs, nets, and Vs repeated as zig-zags, Ms, and tri-lines signaling bird
figures and bird-woman hybrids (Gimbutas, 1989, p. 3). Coupled with meanders, streams, snakes, and vines,
these records resist the simplistic interpretation of mere “geometric motifs,” demanding the life-giving moisture
of the Goddess’s body—breasts, eyes, mouth, and vulva (p. 3). For many these reverential adorations are readily
recognizable as fertile earth, universal and immediate. Great Mother—archetypal and ancient.
regeneratrix of life
spiritus
Gimbutas’s lexicon—the pictorial script of the primordial—reminds us of the old ones’ efforts to understand and
live in harmony with the beauty and wonder of Life. As Joseph Campbell (1989) describes in The Language of the
Goddess, her earthen study “adumbrates in archetypal symbolic terms a philosophy of human life that is in every
aspect contrary to the manipulated systems in the West that have prevailed in historic times” (p. xiv)—and which
continue to conquer and colonize worldwide.
As in some of the earliest mythologies, all things emerged from her—born of soil and star. She is GoddessCreator. From this matristic order, there arose a principle of “Mother Right”—a kinship system of communal life
intricately wed with feather, fur, scale, and stone. A prepatriarchal order that flourished throughout America and
Asia. Our script of image and verse similarly emerged as reflection and respect of the ways of Nature personified
by a sisterhood of “lesser,” younger goddesses, shavings of the great Bird Goddess—pared down over time by the
horse-riding, sky-god worshipping tribes from the east. Be the telling bird or woman, they are one and the same;
we are of bone.
“History is amoral: events occurred. But memory is moral; what we consciously remember is what our conscience remembers” (Michaels, 1996, p. 138).
fleeting through boarders
unsurfaced
she winds her horn
Minerva and the Owl: Goddess of wisdom, medicine, the arts, poetry, and handcrafts. Later the Romans inducted her as goddess of war and in time, Minerva became associated with strategy, commerce, and education.
Within Greek mythology, Minerva is Athena.
Just as Athena, for the Greeks, took on the attributes of Zeus—dignified, judicious, brave, and commanding—she
too is associated with war. She is goddess of culture and the advancement of civilization, that is, the ordering of
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Life, as well as the goddess of the household and the household of crafts—pottery, spinning, weaving. Goddess of
artist and artisan. Her art is the “art made within and for the human community”—art that arises from inspired
work, “from discipline and training”—soul-work (Downing, 1999, p. 121).
By her breath, Athena gave us life. Prometheus mixed earth and rainwater to fashion the male body into the
likeness of the gods. Athena, fashioning her breath as butterfly, tucked soul into Pandora, in time becoming
our bodies. She is “soul-giver, soul-maker”—our constant (Downing, 1999, p. 105). North Star.
beautiful throat—clear chords
Remembering Athena means to recover our relation to the feminine, to mother, to Metis. Despite the integration
of her father’s gifts: strength, wisdom, and self-confidence, they originated at source with her mother, with Metis.
We forget this. Even Zeus’s wisdom, his metis, as well as the daughter’s rose from Metis. Hers is “‘watery’ wisdom—intuitive, attuned to subtleties and transformations, sensitive to nuances of personal feeling, poetic rather
than abstract, receptive rather than commanding” (Downing, 1999, p. 117). By her we find attunement with
body, with bird, and so with Life. “[B]ody: bread of light” (Cixous, 2005, p. 7).
eloquently persuasive with silver tongue
changing gravity
As the Roman telling goes, Epopeus, a king of Lesbos, betrayed his daughter Nyctimene to satisfy his own desire.
In need of safety, she fled to the forest and refused to show herself in daylight. Minerva transformed Nyctimene
into Owl, wise bird of the night. Prophetic. Owl became a symbol for the goddesses. Dark wisdom—earthen and
fluid—closely related to the under side of things: secrets, the unknown, and the hidden.
lingering among shadows in low-lying playgrounds
with fluid keys dangling between points
“Metis,” their mother, a word in Greek that meant wisdom; skill; craft. Earlier, in fifth century Greek philosophy,
Metis was revered as the mother of wisdom, knowledge and deep thought. Metis too was equated with the
trickster powers of Prometheus, leading to the desirable quality of “wise counsel.” A feminine form of knowing
subsumed by the 1400 AD resurgence in the arts—embraced by the Renaissance—embraced in painting and
architecture. Yet denied in female form during the “Enlightenment”—what became the enactment of dominating patriarchal epistemologies for centuries. So threatening were these embodiments that women with intuitive
wisdom were actively pursued and slaughtered.
Witches.
. . . —if one of [the great horned Owls] should touch me, it would touch to the center of my life, and
I must fall. They are the pure wild hunters of our world. They are swift and merciless upon the
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‘Owl’ [Photo-digital collage & painting]. Darlene St. Georges, 2020.
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backs of rabbits, mice, voles, snakes, even skunks, even cats sitting in dusky yards, thinking peaceful thoughts. I have found the headless bodies of rabbits and blue jays, and known it was the great
horned owl that did them in, taking the head only . . . . I know this bird. If it could, it would eat the
whole world. (Oliver, 2003, p. 15)
Strigidae: family; owls. Solitary and nocturnal.
Raptors—birds of prey—most often embody death in Old European imagery. Carved into bones and stones, the
likeness of the Owl, in particular its eyes, couple the raptor to Minerva and Athena. Etched Owl eyes on bare
bone often placed in graves (c. 5000 BC), while a symbol of death, reveal regenerative power (Gimbutas, 1989).
Owl is companion to the ancestor realm—land of hollow-bone. Life, death, and regeneration. Sitting in the East.
Night Eagle. Kin of whole truths.
mingling with wild geraniums on terraces
where streetlights bend out over long dark paths beneath sieves
“The memories we elude catch up to us, overtake us like a shadow. A truth appears suddenly in the middle of a
thought, a hair on a lens” (Michaels, 1996, p. 213).
luminous amplitudes
through one breath and then another
The superhuman qualities and near-human appearance of Owl—“its upright perch, mortal stare, fantastic vision,
and nightly screams”—for Gimbutas (1999), “especially evoked mystery and awe” (p. 19). This bird of prey,
known to behead its victims, strips the body of its flesh leaving only the bones. Understandably, the
cultural practice of excarnation—exposing the dead on platforms to the elements of wind, rain, and sun—
clarifies the role of the bird of prey in the death process.
lucid primordial intonations
that unravel time
Fascination with Owl stretches long before the Neolithic age because it appears on Upper Paleolithic cave walls
in southern France (Gimbutas, 1999, p. 19). History, iconography, and mythology connects Owl with other
goddesses—not only Athena and Minerva but also Lilith, the Sumerian-Akkadian goddess. In Jewish mythology,
Lilith, first wife of Adam, is associated with night, the south wind, and the screech Owl. As in the Old Testament,
the Choctaw (Indigenous peoples of southeastern USA) deity Ishkitini, or horned Owl, was believed to prowl
around at night killing men and animals. When Ishkitini screeched, it meant that a child was going to die.
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In the night, when the owl is less than exquisitely swift and perfect, the scream of the rabbit is terrible. But the scream of the owl, which is not of pain and hopelessness and the fear of being plucked
out of the world, but of the sheer rollicking glory of the death-bringer, is more terrible still. When I
hear it resounding through the woods, and the five black pellets of its song dropping like stones into
the air, I know I am standing at the edge of the mystery, in which terror is naturally and abundantly
part of life, part of even the most becalmed, intelligent, sunny life—as, for example, my own. The
world where the owl is endlessly hungry and endlessly on the hunt is the world in which I live too.
There is only one world. (Oliver, 2003, p. 15-16)
borne into the screech
stillness rests at the centre,
a little to the left
In the night forest, Crow grows raucous for fear her place as Minerva’s sacred bird is being usurped by Nyctimene,
the nocturnal Owl.
Corvidae: family; crows and ravens. Known as “Corvids,” ravens belong to the order Passeriformes, perching birds.
Members of the Corvid family: crows, ravens, jays, magpies, jackdaws, and nutcrackers are classified as songbirds.
Highly intelligent, self-aware, inventive—tool-makers.
Songbird; Trickster; Shaman;
Shapeshifter; Dark Angel; Ministers of Veiled Mysteries;
Healer; Magician;
Secret Keeper.
Raven carries the medicine of magic, giving us the courage to enter into the darkness—Great Mystery. The
iridescent blue black of Raven’s feather symbolizes the energy and changeability of form that can bring awakening.
Raven carries the energy of ceremonial healing to its intended destination (Sams & Carson, 1988).
Owl and Raven hold close companionship with Women, especially of northern lands. Central to this realm and the
next. Other-world messengers.
Matrilineal, descendants of the Haida Northwest Coast First Nations people belong to one of two clans: Raven
or Eagle. The motherline determines clanship. As with many Indigenous peoples of the Americas, Raven plays a
central character. Described as transformer and potent creative force, the Haida believe Raven or “Yáahl to be a
complex reflection of one’s own self ” (Haida mythology, “Raven”). They often call upon Raven to clarify truths in
visions. The dark eye that sees.
like a needle
entering its field of memory
ne’ tata ’ suaqan [wisdom]
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‘Raven’ [Photo-digital collage & painting]. Darlene St. Georges, 2020.
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Central to many creation myths, Raven’s actions led to the formation of Haida Gwaii, releasing the sun from its
tiny box and making the stars and moon (Haida mythology, “Raven”). Recognized as the greediest, most
lecherous and mischievous creature known to the Haida, Raven often helps humans in our encounters with
other supernatural beings (Haida mythology, “Raven”). His methods include stealing, exchanging, tricking, redistributing, and shifting. Raven teaches by example—subversive, because he breaks the rules. Methods not to be
forgotten or lost.
etched in trees
perching on smooth edges
Recall Gimbutas’ Bird Goddess—Great Mother—through the destructive forces of invading herder peoples, her
potency denied, she eventually fell into oblivion. During the diminishment of her power, her gifts were doled
out to other goddesses, such as the Romans’ Minerva and the Greeks’ Athena. Like them, Raven embodies both
masculine and feminine qualities. Androgyne—resourceful, intelligent, clever. Border-crosser. Traits readily
visible across the creation myths of the Inuit, Siberians, and Indigenous peoples of north-western American
tribes: Raven, as a powerful god, married Great Mother, bringing dry land out of the sea and creating life (Walker, 1988, p. 408).
Lilith as screech Owl belongs here too. Minerva, Athena, and Lilith—all names related to the Crone Goddess.
The word “crone” comes from “crown,” symbolizing the energy that radiates above the head like a halo. “Crown”
was born of the identical Greek word korōnē: “crow” (raven). In her positive aspect she is known as Grandmother, Kokum, wise woman, midwife. Her wise counsel is sought as guide by those journeying hardships and
transitions.
she belongs to the forces of innocence
against plaintive doors and incorruptible memory
Many unfortunately know nothing of Lilith. As with the power of the dark feminine, she has been repressed, forgotten. Made evil. Cast off as the stuff of witches. The Talmudric midrash, however, tells of the primordial Lilith,
first wife of Adam, who resisted domination and subservience (Kamerling, 2003, p. 99). She sought equality.
Memory favours one-sided telling. When we stand at the veil between realms, at the eye to enter this Time, we
choose one of two waterways: the river of memory, Mnemosyne, or the river of oblivion, Lethe. Ancestral wisdom on this plane seeks to unite both. One cannot be Crone without embodying Maiden and Mother energies—
hence the Triple Goddess. Another name to describe this thread.
In Latin, wise-woman and witch have the same name—Owl: strix or striges (plural); later strega, “witch” (Walker,
1988, p. 404). So the legacy of our mother tongue.
clear moon
turning truth: toward voice
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“History and memory share events; that is, they share time and space. Every moment is two moments”
(Michaels, 1996, p. 138).
Appearing in the Sumerian culture of 3000 BCE as storm or wind spirit, Lil was revamped as a “she-demon”
during the Talmudic period (Kamerling, 2003, p. 98). She emerged in “the Middle Ages, the Kabbalistic era, as a
consort at the side of God”—bone to bone, flesh to flesh (p. 98, emphasis added).
“She lies on top . . . , the saddle of pelvis, the curve of skull, fibulas and femurs, sacrum and sternum. [He] feel[s]
the arches of her ribs, every breath flooding blood between the ossicula of her ears and of her feet” (Michaels,
1996, p. 181).
Hair long, wild and red, Lilith belongs to the night.
Voluptuous and beautiful, she has wings.
In her refusal to obey Adam, the masculine god forbids her grace.
In this transition she becomes associated with the negative aspect, “a violent, masculine aspect of the Earth
Mother, a kind of destructive side-effect of the materialistic attitude she embodies” (Birkhäuser-Oeri, 1988, p.
111)—cut off from her two-winged nature.
shifting the night into shadows and ancestral songs–
muted voices in landscapes with bare branches
“[She] offers her ancestors to me. I’m shocked at my hunger for her memories. Love feeds on the protein of detail,
sucks fact to the marrow; just as there’s no generality in the body, every particular speaking at once until there’s
such a crying out . . .” (Michaels, 1996, p. 196).
As told in the legend, Lilith was unwilling to submit to the authority of her husband, Adam. The
demand was humiliating and diminishing. Lilith responded with rage. Instead of obeying Adam,
she chose flight and desolation. She threatened revenge and destruction. As the patriarchy
strengthened, Eve became the prototype of the submissive female, and Lilith energy was repressed
into the unconscious. (Kamerling, 2003, p. 105)
In Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Cornix, a princess, daughter of Coronaeus, walks by the seashore. When seen by
Neptune, Poseidon to the Greeks, in a plot too common, he tries to seduce her. When his attempts fail, he tries
rape. Cornix flees, crying to men and gods to help her. None do. Only Athena responds. She transforms Cornix
into Crow.
“Lulled by the ocean’s breath and watched over by the insomniac eye of the Pacific, I fall asleep under the stars
and dream of a great horned [O]wl with wide-open eyes” (Reis, 2016, p. 179). Bird of death, of winter, and of the
north wind (for the Algonquin, see Walker, 1988, p. 404).
cree woman crow
cree woman caw
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crow woman dig down
scrape away the layers
of sleeping memory (Dumont, 2015, p. 44)
the inward turn
black feathers descend
healing and creation

Archilochus colubris: Ruby-throated Hummingbird.
“Hum”—the sound made by the rapid vibration of their wings and the beat of their hearts. 1200 beats per minute, more than 20 beats per second. Their hearts, if heard, would also hum. Beauty, grace, desperation. Always
hungry, always humming. They must fall into a form of hibernation at night to slow their metabolism, thus enter
a deep sleep so not to starve.
pulled tightly
glossed in the acids of cells
red
Reddening symbolizes a time of reengagement in life. Here, life energy has gone inward, upward, downward,
then returns to the world, infused with what has transpired on the other planes. This is a moment of the rotatio,
a turning and turning like the cosmos itself. . . .
primary colour
body, blood, birth, death
Red is the archetypal color, the first color humans mastered, fabricated, reproduced, and broke
down into different shades. . . . This has given it primacy over all other colors through the millennia. . . . [Red] remains the strongest, most remarkable color, and the one richest in poetic,
oneiric, and symbolic possibilities. (Pastoureau, 2017, p. 7)
“A curious bird to see . . . a [H]ummingbird” (“humming”). Divine bird.
Huītzilōpōchtli, “Hummingbird of the South” or “Left-handed Hummingbird” is the Aztec God of War. He is
identified by the bracelet of Hummingbird feathers worn around his left wrist. The left side calls upon the
mother-line. The Aztecs believed that when warriors died, they would transform into Hummingbirds so they
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'Hummingbird', [photo-digital collage & painting]. Darlene St. Georges, 2020

‘Hummingbird’, [photo-digital collage & painting]. Darlene St. Georges, 2020
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could fly and join Huītzilōpōchtli. In this relationship, Hummingbird symbolizes royalty, the sacred, and becomes god of rebirth, regeneration (Ursin, “Hummingbird mythology”).
quick tiny hearts
ripe: in full colour
shuttling through breath and promises
For the Ohlone Indigenous people of northern California, Hummingbird is both a trickster and our ancestor
(Ohlone mythology). In Ohlone mythology, their spiritual and philosophical belief systems as well as their conception of the world order is foretold in their creation story. It begins with the destruction of a previous world.
When it was destroyed, the world was covered entirely in water, apart from a single peak upon which Hummingbird, Coyote, and Eagle stood (Ohlone mythology).
“The event is meaningful only if the coordination of time and place is witnessed” (Michaels, 2003, p 162).
tender mortals
in an unchartered efficacy
For many Indigenous peoples of the Americas, Hummingbird is healer and fire-bringer, Promethean. His
songs wake medicinal flowers and incite fertility. Hummingbird hears and plays celestial music, harmonizing
with Great Mother through the renewal of magic. His feathers as sacred charms open the heart’s succulent
nectars of life (Sams & Carson 1998).
a delicate premise of promises
woven with sweetgrass and hues of lavender and gold
Hummingbird, among some Mexican tribes today, carries messages between worlds, particularly from the
underworld, like Owl and Raven, even reincarnating ancestors’ spirits. “[M]emory is encoded in air currents and
river sediment. Eskers of ash wait to be scooped up, lives reconstituted” (Michaels, 1996, p. 53).
These winged familiars—Women, Owls, Ravens, and Hummingbirds—share more than the sheen of light on
feather. They are of the Moon—Clay Mother; they are of the Earth—Earth Mother; they are of the Wind—Soul.
As messengers, they cross the veils—to the North, the South, East and West. Creating portals in all directions.
Allowing those marked with tender lines, soft curves, and eyes that see in the dark to fly between the worlds.
exquisite wings
reaching distances on winds
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Myths can be understood as collective Big Dreams. They reveal perennial truths about human experience. In
their remembering, we call forth stories that reflect the mythopoetic flights of human existence, evolution of the
human psyche. Myth has been called the feminine expression of the past, concerned not with dates and facts as
in history but subjective meaning and cycles of life (Hunter, 2009, p. 4).
Dreams as gifts reveal “how the channels between waking life, personal [and ancestral] unconscious, and the
wider world of symbols have deepened” (Reis, 2016, p. 150). As Virgina Woolf said, “We think back through our
mothers, if we are women” (cited in Reis, 2016, p. 65).
As shared, Lilith belongs among the oldest mythology—inspired by the celestial movements of the planet Venus
and stories writ upon the stars. Venus radiates a “startling bright presence” in the night sky, “living half her life as
Morning Star, the other half as Evening Star” (Hunter, 2009, p. 4). Recognized by many in her relationship with
Inanna, the Sumerian goddess, this myth chronicles the development of the Great Goddess, the Bird Goddess,
during the Time Before, along with the female cosmogonic principle, and the eventual division of herself, shaved
down in the ascendancy of male gods. Aspects of this myth are woven here through the substrata of Minerva and
Athena, the young women saved and transformed, and their winged companions. These goddesses offer much to
us today—regarding both our expressed and repressed energies.
deep in tenderness,
she places her whole body upon the earth
conjuring smoke of perfect circles
To better understand this last weave of the positive and negative aspects associated with Lilith and Inanna, we
recount three elements with which they have been long associated: bird, tree, and serpent. Found in myths
worldwide, these aspects reveal much about women’s nature as symbols of the life-giving and -taking yoked with
the goddesses. Serpent symbolizes the chthonic wisdom of earth, oracular powers, and “the kundalini, the subtle
life force that awakes consciousness as it courses up the tree of the spinal cord” (Hunter, 2009, p. 5). Rising energy that also grounds down into the earth. Serpent also symbolizes rebirth through the cyclical shedding of its
skin. Tree, also archetypal, has many meanings: physical and spiritual nourishment; transformation and liberation; union and fertility. Its trunk runs vertical, south and north; its roots and branches run horizontal, east and
west. Nourishing in all directions. Bird represents the world of spirit as well as death—as we see with the
feathered-familiars here: Owl, Raven, and Hummingbird. Through them we are connected to Minerva’s and
Athena’s instinctive wisdom and to Lilith’s untamed, unconscious nature.
“I was surprised to discover not everyone sees the shadow around objects, the black outline, the bruise of
fermentation on things even as light clings to them. I saw the aura of mortality like a snake that sees its prey in
infrared, the pulse-heat” (Michaels, 1996, p. 204).
To live well, we must take heed. Look deeply into the dark side of life, its wildness and chaos—and make it conscious. As shared through the layered fragments of Minerva, Athena, and Lilith, if we can endure the intensity
of their encounters on our journeys, we might be stripped down and find our self and soul transformed. But we
must agree to this undoing. Like the chevrons, Vs, and tri-lines marked on bird figures and bird-woman hybrids,
we are marked by their presence in relation to the fates we carry in our bones. Both curves of joy and lines of
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suffering. They accompany us always, these ancestors, during times of loss, liminality, and reddening.
We do not journey alone in day light or night sky. At times in our telling, the goddess of death and regeneration
has been conflated with Earth Mother. Rather than differentiating between the Neolithic and Upper Paleolithic
periods—while unique, both are about spiritual transformation. Prehistorian James Harrod (1997) writes of the
“Venus figurines” that represent the double perspective of the Bird Goddess spiritual transformation: “grievous
loss, abandonment and death; and pregnancy, the engendering of a creative and abundantly nourishing life”
(p. 491). Embodying this doubling is our legacy. Lilith brings us to this edge.
shifting the night
into shadows and ancestral songs
where bones
sing like small birds
returning to their hidden fountains.
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Note
The purpose of the paper is to welcome new modes of knowing into scholarly writing. This knowing was determined only
in hindsight because the artists/authors/educators simply responded to the call of three birds. The beckoning then unfolded
with a conversation and the response of one drawing and the other writing. Their work was shared and both responded to
the other’s creation with comments, questions, and more writing. Both creations were layered with others’ lyrical writing,
often in the form of fragment. Active imagination, amplification, and circumambulation were the critical methods used
to track the Birds’ lineages and kinships. Like tracking Hermes, only when the text was completed could the “purpose”
be identified, that is, to promote the conscious relationship with expressed and repressed energies of the Bird Goddess or
Earth Mother.

Endnotes
1. Archaeomythology is an interdisciplinary approach to scholarship developed by archeologist Marija Gimbutas for the
purpose of expanding the boundaries of the study and understanding of the multidimensional fabric of human cultures.
Emphasis lies upon the “beliefs, rituals, symbolism, social structure, and systems of communication of prehistoric societies” (Archaeomythology, “About IAM”). This methodology integrates numerous disciplines including, but not limited to,
archaeology, anthropology, comparative religion, ecology, ethnology, folklore, genetics, history, linguistics, and mythology.
Relevant to our poetic script, “archaeomythology can also be used as a metaphor for a complex inquiry, or ‘excavation,’ into
the mythological, psychological, and spiritual layers of any cultural period, including the present” (“About I AM”).
2. Fragments are understood here as “writing and voice” often of women, specifically Anne Michaels and Mary Oliver,
whose work stands on their own and at times braids with ours as a collective story of what it means to live well in troubled
times. Hélène Cixous and Catherine Clément (2001) write, “defining a feminine practice of writing is impossible” for it will
never “be able to be theorized, enclosed, coded” (emphasis in original, p. 92). It exists somewhere “other than in the
territories subordinated to philosophical-theoretical domination” (p. 92). Thus to express such a practice writers must
“break automatic functions” (p. 92). We intentionally do not unpack quotations nor do we weave them tightly within our
own text. While we do not change font to distinguish voices, we use the subtly of indentation and line spacing to indicate
some difference regarding voice and citation. As Anne Carson (2002) artfully offers in If not, Winter: Fragments of Sappho,
only one Sappho poem in its entirety survived, with all others only fragments. In Carson’s translation, she uses the simplest
language to put down all that can be read of each poem and where possible maintains word order. In response to her decisions regarding the text, Carson quotes J. Derrida (1981): “Breaks are always, and fatally, reinscribed in an old cloth that
must continually, interminably be undone” (p. 24, cited in Carson, 2002, x). We too write fragments. We too are intentionally incomplete in our process. We include this endnote as supplementary information so readers are better able to follow
our writing, decision-making, and process.
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